No UAP Pig race

By Bruce Schwartz

This year's UAP race could provide as much entertainment to the MIT campus as the previous two. It is unlikely that we shall see a repeat performance of the Lamenting of the President, 1969-70, but we can probably expect as much low comedy as that given us by the Eddelmann-Erhan regime, which founded on the disgrunt and boredom of its principalis. (Ehrmann went out on concert这么 co-op in the fall, with his mechanical skills, and Bakerites as a master hacker, soon weary of inveighing against the regime, but with his ineffectiveness compounded by lack of the charisma of a genuine candidate, he may have been privy to, and a privy it was, to put a term to the MIT campus as the previous two. It is unlikely that we shall see a repeat performance of the Lamenting of the President, 1969-70, but we can probably expect as much low comedy as that given us by the Eddelmann-Erhan regime, which founded.

Letters to the Tech

The denial of tenure to Prof. Robert Kolenkow is an action that could only have been brought about by an electorate so inarticulate as to be able to vote for Bob Gorsche and Mike Albert, 'another group led by Mike Albert, 'another group.

We wish to thank all those who gave us their support, time, and effort.

John Kavazanjian
Frank St. Claire

To the Editor:

The denial of tenure to Prof. Robert Kolenkow is an action that could only have been brought about by an electorate so inarticulate as to be able to vote for Bob Gorsche and Mike Albert, 'another group.

We wish to thank all those who gave us their support, time, and effort.

John Kavazanjian
Frank St. Claire

To the Editor:

In light of the entrance of two truly qualified candidates, Bob Gorsche and Mike Kruty, who are running for UAP/AUP, we would like to suggest the possibility of an "informal referendum." The effects of the current General Assembly, which has spawned a short-lived effort to end all student government and requirements. Few undergraduates, however, ever saw fit to attack any departmental educational problems. Pet-shots at the easy targets of grades and requirements completely miss the curriculum context itself, as well as the educational ability of the faculty.

Friday, The Tech examined several of these more significant issues and less apparent issues. Briefly, (Please turn to page 6)
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Education at MIT

By Alex Makowski

For the past three years the major problems at MIT have been in education. The student body, in turn, have responded sluggishly, if at all, to arguments about the education they get. However, occasionally a particularly disturbing tenure decision comes along where even hundreds of students have expressed their concern. King has been one of these students, but the discontent always seems to settle down when the tenure decision, whichever way it goes, finally becomes finalized.

Maybe this term will be different. After all, several hundred students have enjoyed Professor Kolenkow over the past three years — even a small percentage of so large a number could form a useful nucleus for reform at MIT. Additionally, there is the possibility that the Commis- sion report will be published, and the interest of some of the students whose impassioned with their educa- tion, and whose voices have not been heard will grow.

Critical Issues

But it would be disheartening to see a renewed student interest dismissed. Perhaps the crucial issues. Too many undergraduates, and faculty members as well, may instead divert their energies into discussions of problems too far removed from crucial issues. The student body has been privy to, and a privy it was, to put a term to the MIT campus as the previous two. It is unlikely that we shall see a repeat performance of the Lamenting of the President, 1969-70, but we can probably expect as much low comedy as that given us by the Eddelmann-Erhan regime, which founded on the disgrunt and boredom of its principalis. (Ehrmann went out on concert so co-op in the fall, with his mechanical skills, and Bakerites as a master hacker, soon weary of inveighing against the regime, but with his ineffectiveness compounded by lack of the charisma of a genuine candidate, he may have been privy to, and a privy it was, to put a term to the MIT campus as the previous two. It is unlikely that we shall see a repeat performance of the Lamenting of the President, 1969-70, but we can probably expect as much low comedy as that given us by the Eddelmann-Erhan regime, which founded.
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